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How To Prepare Your Business
For The New GDPR
May 2018 might seem distant but it will soon be here. On 25 May 2018 we face huge changes to the
way we process and store data when the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) become law.

1. Research the new GDPR guidelines to understand

4. If you process personal data belonging to an EU

what your company's responsibilities are when

citizen, you will be required to appoint a Data

processing and handling data.

Protection Officer (DPO) within your company.

2. Review and monitor where your data is stored

5. Speak to experts to ensure you are fully meeting

including any Cloud hosted services, payroll systems

all of the GDPR requirements. Minster will be able to

and CRM systems.

provide you with the appropriate information.

3. Assess all of your systems used by data processors
and controllers for any potential risks, highlighting the
biggest areas of risk. Is it time for an upgrade?

6. It is worth updating your Data Protection Policy
and notifying customers, suppliers and employees of
any changes that may affect them. This will be a job
for your DPO.

2017 Hereford & Worcestershire Chamber Exhibition!
Minster are exhibiting again this year at the Hereford and

your company and make new business contacts. We are

Worcestershire Chamber of Commerce Exhibition on

really looking forward to meeting new people and

Thursday 5th October, after much success in previous

catching up with existing contacts! We would love to see

years. The business exhibition has over 120 exhibitors

you there. The exhibition is free to attend and is at the

from many varying business sectors. It is a great

Three Counties Show ground, Malvern, Wr13 6NW at

opportunity to network with other businesses, promote

09:00am - 15:00pm.
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Cyber Security
One Of A Businesses Biggest Threats Is It’s Employees
You may have the top system security and anti-virus software in place to protect your business from threats. However,
one of your biggest cyber security wins could be educating your staff on potential cyber security risks and how to
minimise them. Having robust software in place is important, but training your staff is absolutely paramount to keeping
your business secure.
Research shows that employees have become the biggest cyber security threat to businesses. If staff are uneducated on
the potential risks to your business and the best practice to keep the systems safe, they can become a liability. Therefore
it is pivotal that they are provided with the correct information and security advice by their employer.

Minsters Top Tips
Viruses can attack work computers in many

System security software is an obvious

different ways. However, to be extra safe,

aspect here in keeping your business

some businesses a policy in place to

protected. Security software would ideally

prevent employees using USB sticks at their place of

be set up by an experienced IT professional using the

work. As an employer, it is a good idea to have

accurate settings needed to keep your network

guidelines in place of what employees can and cannot

covered, as requirements are likely to vary from

download on PC's so that your computers can stay

business to business. Sentinel have a range of solutions

clean. This could be included in a company IT policy.

and Minster have the right people for the job!

Advice for making your passwords strong

Monitoring emails and being vigilant is

changes incessantly so it can be difficult to

growing crucial to having a protected

keep up with what you should be including

network due to the high volumes of

or using. It is a good idea to follow the advise of The

fraudulent emails that get sent daily. If in doubt – don't

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

open it. Employers should keep on top of the latest

and keep up to date with it. We would advise there

Action Fraud news and share it with employees to

should be an individual company policy on passwords

ensure everyone within the company is aware of

including complexity, length and change frequency.

current cyber-crime trends and how to avoid them.

